Abstract-Performance estimation is crucial to the assessment of novel algorithms and systems. In detection error tradeoff (DET) diagrams, discrimination performance is solely assessed targeting one application, where cross-application performance considers risks resulting from decisions, depending on application constraints. For the purpose of interchangeability of research results across different application constraints, we propose to augment DET curves by depicting systems regarding their support of security and convenience levels. Therefore, application policies are aggregated into levels based on verbal likelihood ratio scales, providing an easy to use concept for business-to-business communication to denote operative thresholds. We supply a reference implementation in Python, an exemplary performance assessment on synthetic score distributions, and a fine-tuning scheme for Bayes decision thresholds, when decision policies are bounded rather than fix.
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I. INTRODUCTION
P ERFORMANCE estimation of binary decisions is essential to the research and development of two-class machine learning problems such as biometric verification. Conventionally, biometric verification performance [1] , [2] is reported by depicting the tradeoff between type I and type II error rates in form of a detection error tradeoff (DET) plot [3] . Thereby, scalar representations provide easy tractability at distinct operating points, such as the equal-error rate (EER).
Research in biometrics is constrained to specific performance characteristics, such as specified within border control Fig. 1 . Proposed system comparison on simulated scores (normal N , beta B, chi-square χ 2 , uniform U distributions), with (a -c) depicting probability density functions (pdf) of 5 × 10 4 mated (green) and 1 × 10 5 nonmated scores (red). In (d), colors depict verbal scales, i.e., which LRs can be supported by a system, markers denote depending verbal scale centers.
regulations and in mobile banking, whereas forensic evaluation aims at application-independent performance estimates. 1 Biometric research conducted under different optimization constraints is limited in comparability, since constrained measures are reported, which may be irrelevant under different decision policies. For the purpose of improving the ability of interchanging research ideas and results, while accounting for the application domain of a system, we perform the following. 1) Propose an augmentation to DET diagrams based on a verbal security scale, depicting the intercorrelation of error tradeoffs to decision risk by security/convenience levels, utilizing the concept of an angular operating point. 2) Propose a scheme to derive representative operating points per band of verbally alike decision policies, based on which operative thresholds can be adjusted with respect to relative changes in parameters characterizing a decision policy (for optimizing usiness-to-business (B2B) communication). 3) Provide a reference implementation, supporting the BOSARIS toolkit [4] functionality via the SIDEKIT [5] . Exemplary, the proposed DET augmentation is depicted in Fig. 1 on three systems of simulated scores. Considering any binary decision score effectively is a likelihood ratio (LR), 1 In order to decouple decision policies (province of the trier of fact) from the assignment of the strength of evidence (duty of the forensic practitioner).
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ Fig. 2 . Example on the PAV algorithm on selected iterations over score-aligned class labels, crosses: nonmated scores, circles: mated scores. In (h), PAV is depicted on a score simulation: PAV scores resemble optimal calibration, therefore system scores are grouped by their overall contribution to decision making. LR-based decisions are made utilizing the Bayes risk, and that DET curves are threshold independent, the proposed DET augmentation provides transparency regarding each system's discrimination power. In the DET space, the receiver operating characteristic's convex hull (ROCCH) is depicted, i.e., optimalcalibrated LR scores considering Bayes operating points, where calibration mappings depend on the score distributions of each system. ROCCH curves are afflicted with further discrimination information: The application levels supported by a system, improving the interchangeability of research. In the example, system (c) yields the best error tradeoff, however solely supporting the ±0 level (without the equal tradeoff verbal scale center in the visible area), whereas systems (a,b) are capable of supporting wider ranges of applications. This letter is organized as follows: Sections II and III depict related work on performance estimation in biometrics, and on likelihood ratio verbal scales introduced in forensic evaluation. In Section IV, we propose augmenting DET curves, visualizing the intercorrelation between error rates and decision risk performance. Discussion and conclusion are provided in Section V.
II. PERFORMANCE PARADIGMS IN BIOMETRICS
Conventionally, receiver operating curves (ROC) are discussed, e.g., in iris biometrics, whereas y-inverted log-compressed ROCs are considered, e.g., in face biometrics. Contrastively, voice biometrics refers to DET plots, which are y-inverted ROCs on Gaussian-scaled axes. Biometric standardization of performance testing reports [1] , [2] aims at harmonization and reproducibility of evaluations, utilizing a harmonized vocabulary 2 [6] . The standard requires DET plots, when algorithmic and system performance are reported, 3 i.e., to depict error rates in a quantilequantile plot utilizing the probit transform [3] . However, the standard spares an assessment of decision risk, e.g., the impact of varying costs associated to error types across applications. In order to examine decision risks of biometric systems under different decision policy constraints, calibration is relevant [7] - [11] .
A. Unified Calibration: Pool Adjacent Violators (PAV) Algorithm
The PAV algorithm [12] , [13] maps scores of any distribution into probabilities, by conducting an isotonic regression of scorealigned class labels as 0 s and 1 s. Thereby, the PAV algorithm poses optimal calibration for two-class problems, mapping the entire range of score values to a unified score space, cf., Fig. 2 . Furthermore, as shown in [4] and [7] , PAV relates to the convex hull of the ROC (ROCCH) [14] as well as to the minimum decision cost function 4 (minDCF).
B. Impact of Bayes Decision Theory
In Bayes decision theory, the consequence of a decision outcome is expressed as a cost function. For the purpose of biometric verification, correct outcomes are assigned with zero cost, leaving the type I error cost C I and the type II error cost C II to be specified. Given a (evidence) score s, a confirming Bayes decision minimizes the a posteriori risk [4] , [7] 
where a target prior probability π denotes the (effective) ratio of the two mutually exclusive hypotheses 5 mated and nonmated. Considering the Bayes' theorem and log likelihood ratios (LLRs) as similarity scores s LLR in (1), Bayes thresholds η are denoted with logit x = log
C. Bayes Operating Points in y-Inverted ROC Space
In this context, the Bayes risk as a DCF is computed for an empirical set of scores S given a specific operating point (π, C I , C II ) with respect to type I and type II error rates
where [7] further introduces an effective prior mapping the operating point into a scalar representationπ
In other words, the Bayes operating point is a linear combination of the type I and type II error rates, and the ROCCH 4 Furthermore, the ROCCH's EER is obtained by max(minDCF) [4] , [7] . 5 For binary decisions, the Bayes decision framework requires the hypotheses to be mutually exclusive, but not to be exhaustive: regarding π / (1 − π) = P (mated) / P (nonmated), a value for π can be found, not necessarily equaling P (mated). On full prior uncertainty: π = 0.5.
6 PAV LLRs define s LLR via Bayes' rule as sigmoid(s LLR + logit π) [4] ,
i.e., as the posterior ratio, which is compared to
for decision making. c . (b) Deriving minDCF as the ROCCH tangent on an exemplary system with depicted calibration loss to the ϕ-corresponding DCF value, cf., [15] .
visualizes its minimum decision risk for allπ associated operating points. Thus, before computing similarity scores, an operating point can be denoted in the y-inverted ROC space by a line withπ depending slope, i.e., we propose to denote the angular operating point ϕ
Fig . 3 provides the outline of a geometric proof, cf., [15] , a proof via ROCCH and minDCF relations is in [7] . Smaller ϕ reflect more secure requirements as perpendiculars being tangent to its depending line, i.e., putting emphasis on ROCCHs of high type II errors. On poorly calibrated systems, actual threshold diverges from the threshold of minimum risk, i.e., the calibration loss is represented by the distance between the ϕ perpendiculars of the actual threshold to the ROCCH tangent. In this letter, we put emphasis on minDCFs, since calibration performance is not assessing discrimination.
III. VERBAL SCALES: MAKING LR SCORES DIGESTIBLE
In order to associate a human-interpretable meaning to LRs, verbal LR scales were developed over the past decades in forensics, mapping bands of LR values to verbal interpretation in terms of support for either prosecution or defendant hypotheses. Early verbal scales put emphasis on LRs < 100 [16] , until the forensic field considered LRs for DNA. In 2015, the European Network of Forensic Science Institutes (ENFSI) [17] recommended the verbal scale suggested by the association of forensic service providers [18] . Nordgaard et al. [19] proposed to interpolate verbal bands concerning two fix points, i.e., LR = 100 and LR = 10 6 , such that the increase in the base 10 logarithm of two consecutive interval limits of the verbal bands is proportional to the next band's. In other words, the interpolation is conducted from log-LR perspective, which is more suitable than within the LR-domain due to its linear symmetry regarding the depending scales of conclusion, where base 10 is considered for human-emphasized assessment. Table I compares both verbal scales on LRs ≥ 1, which favor the mated hypothesis (i.e., prosecution). Verbal scales for LRs favoring the nonmated hypothesis (i.e., defense) with values < 1 are symmetric regarding 1 LR . [16] , [19] , SCALES DEPICTED FOR LRS ≥ 1
IV. PROPOSED AUGMENTATION TO DET PLOTS
In order to visualize the intercorrelation of error-rates and cross-application discrimination performance, we propose to utilize the verbal scales, e.g., the scale of conclusion. Since at most one minDCF point can lie on the ϕ depending line due to the ROCCH's convexity, we propose to color-encode levels of security and convenience on the ROCCH.
A. Verbal Bands in Performance Visualization
When associating verbal scales to LLR value of (2), verbal bands are also put in context to Bayes operating points (η, (π, C I , C II ),π, ϕ), i.e., considering LLR = η leads to favor the mated hypothesis at minimal cost advantage. Thus, the limits of verbal bands can be depicted by utilizing (5) Fig. 4 depicts verbal scales in y-inverted ROC space, y-inverted, log-compressed ROC space, and in a security-emphasized DET space as well as an example on single system analysis. Levels of decision policy requirements can be depicted, when aggregating applications by verbal scales.
B. Verbal Bands: Representative Operating Points
Verbal bands represent a range of operating points, however for the purpose of deriving an application threshold based on DET, one may want to start from an operating point representing a verbal band, and to proceed with a fine-tuning of the decision policy parameters (π, C I , C II ). Therefore, we propose to seek the center of gravity of costs depending on verbal bands. Since DCFs are dependent onπ, an application-independent cost measure is necessary, since different DCF setups are compared. Thus, we utilize C llr [20] 
with the sets of mated scores and nonmated scores S G , S I , where S = S G ∪ S I . We propose to examine the ratio of S G , S I log(1 + e −a η ) with a = sign(η).
For η = 0, i.e., on equal costs under full uncertainty (C I = C II = 1, π = 0.5), the EER line is resembled, cf., Fig. 4 . By reaching towards higher levels of security or convenience, the centers visually collapse towards the outer limits of the depending verbal band, cf., Table II and Fig. 4 .
Decision policy parameters can be fine-tuned in terms of η ± δ utilizing (2) regarding threshold offsets, by denoting C II = 1, with δ as
In other words, δ is denoted with respect to relative changes in C I as
and in π as π π , where 0 < C I , and 0 < π < 1. For the purpose of deriving operating points verbally, vendors, operators, and owners of systems can first discuss on the application type as −3, . . . , +3, second agree on a range of considerable priors, 8 then derive dependent costs, cf., (4), and third, adjust the threshold depending on the representative operating point by utilizing (9) , when considering C II = 1, e.g., the C I cost proposed by the representative operating point may vary in a (−10%, +15%) band, or need to be downscaled to a distinct C I . By adjusting thresholds, other verbal bands can be reached, e.g., a threshold of scale +2 increasing to scale +3. 8 One may interpret 1 − π as the prior "attack probability" to a system.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The presented work provides a recipe towards crossapplication decision risk assessment for biometric researchers, hence DET plots are emphasized. This letter proposes to depict aggregated levels of decision risk on ROCCHs with respect to verbal scales, assuming optimal calibration. 9 Whereas, calibration performance is conventionally depicted by applied probability of error and empirical cross-entropy plots [7] , [8] .
Using the relationship between PAV and ROCCH, the proposed augmentation to DET plots increases transparency and motivates to reflect resulting PAV groups, e.g., due to a system or postscore binning, regarding minDCF in order to 1) yield ROCCHs not collapsing into a few supporting points, and thus to 2) support a wider range of application requirements. The concept of depicting minDCF or DCF values in the DET space is not new, cf., application-independent evaluation methods [21] . However, we contribute a novel scheme for depicting ranges of minDCFs, which are aggregated by similarity in terms of verbal scales, suitable for comparing a few systems of interest.
As a result of this letter, error tradeoffs can be categorized into levels of security and convenience. A clear distinction between scales aid the reflection of depending changes in decision policy parameters. We depicted the intercorrelation of error rates and cross-application decision risk with respect to minDCF, i.e., solely in terms of estimates for discrimination power. Furthermore, we introduced representative operating points per band of verbal scale, alongside a scheme for verbally conducting the setup of operative thresholds in B2B communication. For forensic purposes, the ENFSI verbal scale may be utilized instead. Finally, we provide a public available reference implementation. 10 
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